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Look at all of the great work that 

@NAIFAAdvocacy and #IFAPAC have 

accomplished in 2018! To learn more 

click here.

Been busy the past few days with going to 

fundraisers representing @NAIFA and our 

clients.  #IFAPAC #NAIFAAdvocacy

 IFAPAC approved social media ready graphics are available at https://www.naifa.org/advocacy/ifapac. 
For more IFAPAC Website and Social Media Guidelines email IFAPAC@naifa.org  

Been busy the past few days sharing the 

powerful value of what @NAIFA members 

do for our clients and the nation with 

@legislators. @NAIFAState 

#NAIFAAdvocacy  #NAIFAProud 

#IFAPAC Fundraiser Diamonds and Ice on 

September 12 at Country Club starting at 

6:30 pm.  Dont miss out on this opportunity 

to attend and support your PAC.   

#IFAPAC Diamonds and Ice 

September 12 @ 6:30 pm at the 

Country Club.  For more info, use this 

link. 

Congress is looking at ways to more heavily 

regulate the agent advisor relationship. Join 

us in supporting #IFAPAC and 

@NAIFAAdvocacy efforts. 

Proud #IFAPAC Emissary Contributor 
#NAIFAProud #AdvisorYouCanTrust

Very proud #IFAPAC supporter!!!!

Join Me! #NAIFAPROUD 

Fellow @NAIFA members, who wants 

to join me on Thursday 5:30-7:30 

and/or Friday 4:30-6:30 for a chance to 

show your support and discuss 

#NAIFAAdvocacy issues with our 

@Senate candidates. Message me 

directly for more information.

Look at all of the great work 

@NAIFAAdvocacy and #IFAPAC have 

accomplished in 2018! Have you made your 

#IFAPAC Contribution? 

Fellow @NAIFA members, want to join me 

to deliver checks at 2 fundraisers for US 

Senate candidates? Thursday's fundraiser is 

5:30-7:30 and Friday 4:30-6:30. You must be 

a current #IFAPAC contributor to join me 

but that is the only cost! 

Not That

Congress is looking at ways to more heavily 

regulate the agent advisor relationship. Join 

us in supporting @NAIFAAdvocacy efforts. 

Go to www.naifa.org/advocacy 

#MainStreetUSA

IFAPAC-related information on social media and websites is subject to both federal and state election laws. 
While general information about PACs is allowed, content that constitutes a solicitation is not permitted.


